
Curriculum travelling to France 4 weeks online course 

Our French Travel Courses are designed for people who are planning a trip to France or 
are just interested in getting a taste of the language and culture! This is a modern, 
interactive course that covers all your travelling needs, including emergency situations. 
The course is video based and a full immersion in French. It runs for 4 weeks and is a 
great way to get started with French!


Our program is an immersion course; that means that even if we translate some of the 
sentences or words, students are encouraged to listen to the language idiomatically 
which is the best way to memorise and learn the target language. Consequently, each 
audio file is downloadable to your phone or computer to be able to listen to them as 
many times as you want. Remember, repetitions make perfect!


First week (première semaine) 

1. Se présenter (To introduce onself, speak about your family, where you come from, you 
nationality and profession.


2. Phonétique, les sons du français. Learn basic phonetics rules in French, nasal vowels, 
French “r” and much more.


3. Les chiffres et les nombres (Learn numbers, from 1 to 10 then from 10 to 20, 20 to 100 
and more.)


4. A la boulangerie pâtisserie. (Learn how to order cakes and bred at a baker Pâtisserie.


Second week (deuxième semaine) 

1. Au marché et au supermarché, à l’épicerie (learn how to choose food in a market or 
supermarket, talking to the a shopkeeper, asking for price, revision numbers, etc.


2. Au restaurant. Commander des plats dans un restaurant. (ordering food and drinks in a 
restaurant). Asking for advises.


3. A l’hôtel (Checking in an hotel, asking for a few things about the room or the hotel 
facilities, etc.).


4. Comprendre et donner des directions (asking for directions and understanding the 
responses).


Third week (troisième semaine) 

1. L’alphabet en français. Savoir épeler son nom (French alphabet. Learn how to spell in 
French)


2. A la gare. Acheter son billet de train. Demander conseil. (Buying a train ticket at the 
station, asking for timetable or the platform, changing your ticket, etc).


3. A la poste (at the post office, asking for sending a parcel to your country. Learn about 
different countries in French, asking for the price.




4. Acheter une carte de téléphone (Sim) en arrivant à l’aéroport (Buying a sim card in the 
airport in France). Vocabulaire et phrases utiles.


Fourth week (quatrième semaine) 

1. Au magasin de vêtements (buying clothes and asking for your size, telling the 
shopkeeper that it is not the right size, etc.)


2. Au magasin de chaussures. (asking for a pair of shoes and your size. Telling the 
shopkeeper that it is too small or too big, etc.)


3. Chez le médecin (at the doctor, talking about symptoms and undestanding doctor’s 
prescriptions.


4. A la pharmacie. (At the chemist, talking to the chemist and asking for medications)


5. En cas d’urgence. Au bureau de police par exemple ou dans la rue en cas d’accident 
ou de malaise (In case of emergency, call to an officer at a police station, if you lost your 
passport or any other important document or if there is an emergency in the

street or in case of an accident or someone feeling sick).
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